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The premise of Opera Helps, a project by artist Joshua Sofaer, is simple: people apply
with a problem and if the project can meet their needs, a professional opera singer will
be visit them in their home to listen to what’s troubling them.
Whether specific or more general – ‘Are you lovesick or facing divorce? Has your partner
stopped listening to you? Do your children disrespect you?’ asks the Opera Helps
website – the singer will then select the aria they feel best relates to the problem. This
will then be sung as the participant relaxes at home in their preferred room.
Performances last about 30 minutes.

Opera Helps first took place in 2012 in Stockholm, Sweden, after Sofaer was invited to
work with the small opera house Folkoperan. For 2016 the project tours the UK with
event producers Wunderbar. The first performances are taking place in Tyne and Wear
(17 & 19-20 March).
“Historically, opera was always a popular art form,” says Sofaer. ”Even 50 years ago
hairdressers in Italy would sing arias as they worked. Yet now it is seen as something
highbrow, for the rich and highly educated, inaccessible to most people.”

By relocating opera to the home and relating it to personal problems, people are
introduced to the music who wouldn’t otherwise have given it a chance. The power of
the voice in the domestic space creates an intense and moving experience; the
participant hears music in an unfamiliar way, encouraging them to listen attentively as
they reflect on their problem.
“Although the problem is the reason for meeting,” continues Sofaer, “paradoxically what
people really focus on is the music. People listen to the music more acutely because
they feel uniquely addressed. Ultimately, it’s about the potential of art and music in our
lives.”
From April 2016 further Opera Helps performances will take place in Durham (1-2 April),
Northumberland (15-16 April), Teeside (29-30 April), St Helens (20-24 April), Colchester
(6-8 May) and Norfolk and Norwich (13-22 May).
The project has been developed in partnership with Heart of Glass in St
Helens, Colchester Arts Centre and Norfolk & Norwich Festival. Sofaer and Wunderbar
worked with OperaCoast to recruit the singers.
“To listen to music, chosen specifically for you, just a few feet away, is a powerful
experience,” says one unattributed Opera Helps participant on the project’s
website. ”After two bars, I weep. When the aria is over, life feels renewed.”
Applications are still open for Opera Helps in Norfolk and Norwich and for further
performances in Tyne and Wear. www.operahelps.com
More on a-n.co.uk:
Joshua Sofaer, artist as leader research
www.a-n.co.uk/reviews/the-human-library-wunderbar-festival
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Got a problem? What you might need is
an opera singer in your lounge
A new arts project called Opera Helps is offering one-to-one opera performances in the
comfort of your own home.
Whether it’s a plumbing emergency or an empty fridge, most people nowadays know
how to call in the right person to rectify the situation.
But what if it’s an opera singer you need rather than a plumber or eggs, milk and frozen
chips?
A new project called Opera Helps is inviting applications from people who think an aria
in the front room might be just the ticket. It’s the brainchild of artist Joshua Sofaer who
plans to present the UK premiere of an extraordinary project that he previously tried –
with apparent great success – in Stockholm.
Producers Wunderbar describe Opera Helps as a site specific art project where
professional opera singers visit people in the comfort of their own homes and sing to
them. Wunderbar, organisers of rather off-the-wall participatory art projects, invited
Joshua to the region once before.
In 2009 he was the man behind Tours of People’s Homes in which ordinary Tynesiders
opened up their homes in the manner of the National Trust – but not quite. One
Newcastle couple offered to give visitors a bath while other volunteers offered an
insulting dinner. This time, according to Wunderbar, the artist is harnessing “the power
of opera” to help individuals with any personal problem they might have.
Unlike the plumbing emergency or an empty fridge, of course, most people are unlikely
to know that their problem needs an opera singer. Opera singers were never in the
Yellow Pages and they’re not renowned professionally for their home visits.
Intriguingly, Wunderbar add: “Unlike therapy or a trip to the doctor, (Opera Helps)
doesn’t aim to cure the problem but past participants have found the experience deeply
affecting, feeling that their private space seems different afterwards.”
Presumably they don’t mean because the neighbours are banging on the walls or door.
Opera singers are trained to project their voices to the back of an auditorium.
This won’t have escaped Joshua Sofaer. He’s an opera fan who says listening to the
music has had a direct emotional impact on him, brightening his mood and leaving him
refreshed.
“Historically, opera was always a popular art form,” he says.
“Even 50 years ago hairdressers in Italy would sing arias as they worked. Yet now it is
seen as something highbrow, for the rich and highly educated, inaccessible to most
people.

“By relocating opera to the home and relating it to personal problems I truly think we
can introduce people to the music who wouldn’t otherwise have given it a chance.”

L-r: Mae Heydorn and Joshua Sofaer

Now ‘audiences’ are being sought – and anyone from across the North East who has a
problem (anything that they find worrying) is invited to apply for a session.
According to Wunderbar, the singer will listen to the participant describe their troubles
and then perform a suitable aria.
The idea is that the power of the voice in the domestic space will create an intense and
moving experience, encouraging the participant to listen attentively while reflecting on
their problem.
Sessions are free and last about 30 minutes. After the performance, participants will be
handed an ‘opera menu’ and a list of places where they can seek further help with their
problem if they wish.
Joshua, an accredited relational dynamics coach as well as an artist, is training nine
professional singers for the bespoke service.
They include Swedish mezzo-soprano Mae Heydorn and North East-based soprano
Carole Marnoch who a few years ago performed at the Stadium of Light.
They are being taught “to listen appropriately and not to offer advice or counselling but
to empathise and to ask simple, open questions”.
To apply for an Opera Helps session, fill in the form on www.operahelps.com or tel.
07783 340789
This week’s announcement of Opera Helps is timely. Opera North are at Newcastle
Theatre Royal next week (March 2-5) with performances of Cosi fan tutte, L’Elisir
d’amore and Andrea Chénier while, near Brampton, some of the UK’s best young opera
singers are engaged in a week of Samling masterclasses building up to a public
masterclass and concert at Sage Gateshead on Saturday (February 27).
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How an opera singer can blow your
problems away with a single aria
One of the Opera Helps participants recalls her experience of having a professional
soprano perform in her living room

Opera singer Carole Marnoch delivers an Opera Helps session on Tyneside
(Photo: TOPHER MCGRILLIS)

Art projects come in many forms and most fit neatly into genres. But Opera Helps,
which involves one-to-one operatic performances in a person’s home, was one that
stood out.
It was the brainchild of artist Joshua Sofaer who, back in 2009, was in the North East to
set up Tours of People’s Homes, in which people on Tyneside opened up their homes as
if they were visitor attractions.
It was the people at North East art festival Wunderbar (specialists in art projects tailored
to public participation) who brought Joshua up here last time and they, too, are behind
the Opera Helps sessions in the North East.
Back in February, the organisers were calling for volunteers to take part. They were after
people who had some kind of problem – emotional rather than practical – that they
wanted... if not solved then at least made easier to bear.

They were unlikely to be people who were convinced that a personally delivered aria
would be the answer to their prayers – how many people could possibly know that? –
but they had to be open to the idea.

Opera singer Mae Heydorn who can perform just for you (Photo: Victorine Pontillon)
As Wunderbar put it at the time: “Unlike therapy or a trip to the doctor, (Opera Helps)
doesn’t aim to cure the problem but past participants have found the experience deeply
affecting, feeling that their private space seems different afterwards.”
Amazingly, you might think, 27 people have so far availed themselves of this unusual art
project in the North East.
One of them was Suzanne Hardy who works on e-learning programmes at Newcastle
University.
Suzanne, who lives in Washington , said she had been curious about the Opera Helps
project. That, of course, wasn’t enough to qualify.
“My problem,” she elaborated, “was that I recently turned 50 and I’ve been starting to
think about my own mortality and my parents’ mortality and thinking about what was
going to happen when they weren’t around any more and how my life would change.
“I was dwelling on it quite a lot, having had this recent big birthday... so that was the
problem I wrote in with.
“The other reason was I wanted to just have an experience of somebody coming into the
house and singing an operatic aria in a small domestic space.
“I used to work in Leeds, at West Yorkshire Playhouse, and used to go and see quite a lot
of opera at Opera North.
“Opera is a really amazing artform. Because it tends to have more money than other
artforms it always looks spectacular.

Artist Joshua Sofaer, creator of Opera Helps
(Photo: Wai-Tai Li)

“But how would something designed for a big space fit into a small space? I was
intrigued.”
Suzanne was given an appointment for 11am which is when a singer called Carole, who
used to be with English National Opera, arrived with “a little sound system”.
Recalls Suzanne: “She sat down and asked me to tell her about the problem and listened
attentively. Then she said, ‘The aria I’ve chosen for you is Musetta’s Waltz from La
Bohème’. It’s one of my favourites. She told me the story and then she sang it.
“I was really overcome. Three bars in I burst into tears. It’s quite a thing to be four feet
away from a mezzo-soprano singing for you. There was a very direct emotional
connection and it felt as if she was giving me a very special gift. Afterwards I wanted to
give her a hug.”
Suzanne says the whole experience lasted just 30 minutes. But did it help?
“I definitely felt more easy thinking about age and mortality afterwards. I’ve listened to
the same aria on CD since then and I do kind of get goose pimples, so there is definitely
a connection between how I think and that aria.
“The whole experience, for me, was very empathetic. There was no embarrassment or
awkwardness.”
Comments from other participants include: “It put me on a natural high”; “feeling
special”; “I was left feeling listened to, respected and elated”; “it touched my heart”; and
“what a beautiful, wonderful project”.
The good thing, if this appeals, is that there are to be more Opera Helps sessions in the
North East on May 27, 28 and 29 and they will be the last. To apply for a slot, visit
www.operahelps.com or tel 07783 340789.
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